
Thread
Buckleguy.com Ritza 25 Tiger Thread

1.2mm 87 inch =1 baseball
around 115-120 Inches = Softballs 

 Stitch 
Option 1:  Outside Run, stop machine, place

panel, Inside  run stitch = No glue
2nd Option for no lines on balls is to spray
glue on back of panel and place on top of

run stitches.  

10x19 Hoop
1.5 Cutaway/Tearaway

You can use smaller hoops 

Remove Ink
  Depending on how many panels you

would like to use

Digitize Design
3 balls /6 panels 

Take Apart
Use Seam ripper or Scissors

Only cut red thread 

Equipment
2 Needles: Round or

Straight:2"Blunt Embroidery
Needle Ball

Gadget:Mycustomballs.com 
 

Spray Panels
Spray Glue to the back of the

panels,  let it get sticky prior lining
up the logos if you still have them

facing the same way. This glue
allows you to reposition if needed

Sew 
1 thread 87":  1 needle on each

end, start inside out, right
diagonal then left diagonal.
Adjust on the ball gadget as

needed.....

How To Embroider A Baseball or Softball  

Panels
  Each panel is divided into 3 sewing

areas Top, Middle, Bottom.... Remove
the areas of Ink you would like to use 

Baseball
Any Ball: Leather or Synthetic 

 For Questions:
admin@mycustomballs.com



Adjust 
Adjust each side and angle based on ball size 

Measure 
Thread Measurer 

Thank you for your business!
This Ball Gadget was created for my wife who was making custom baseballs... like the good husband, I protyped 4 versions to get the

portability, lite weight, hand placements, ball adjustments, needle holder and thread measurer just right for the everyday Ball Sewer....
Whether you are sitting on your couch watching Tv, at your desk or a great baseball game watching grandkids, we hope this ball gadget

and kit will help bring many smiles to those whom receive your Custom Ball.  
 

The Ball Gadget

Needles
Two holes: needle holder

Patent Pending 

 For Questions:
admin@mycustomballs.com

mycustomballs.com


